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Trade Negostiations Committee

DRAFT NOTE BY THE SECRETARIAT ON THE
MEETINGOF THE SUB-COMMITTEEON THE PARTICIPATION
OF LESS-DEVELOPEDCOUNTRIES ON 13JUNE 1967

1. The Sub-Committee met on 13 June 1967 to deal with the items still outstanding
on its agenda.

2. The Chairman said that the situation with respect to these items had been
summarized by the Director-General in his statement to the press on 15 May 1967.
The relevant part of the Director-General's statement, which had been. agreed in
an informal drafting group, read as follows:

"The tariff reductions agreed in the trade negotiations will, in general.
be phased over a period of ycars. The participants in the negotiations
have, however, recognized that, for the developing countries, the immediate
implementation of such tariff cuts would be of great value in maximizing the
benefits to them of these negotiations. It has therefore been agreed by
participants that efforts must continue to secure the best advance imple-
nmentation of such concessions. Al.1 participants have declared their deter-
mination to reach a decision on this point by the time the Protocol embodying
the results of the trade negotiations is open for signature. Participating
developing countries have stated that the solution found to this question
will be a major determining factor in their overall appraisal of the concessions
received.

"Participating developing countries have urged that those requests fr'-' tariff
reductions on items of special importance to them, which had not yet veen
fully blet by participating developed countries, should be favourably recon-
sidered and that further concessions on these items be made.

"The question of compensation for loss of preferences resulting from the trade
negotiations will bo pursued further.

"The participating developed countries declare their willingness to continue
to examine to what extent they could improve access for products exported by
developing countries which have special characteristics such as handicrafts
and handloomed fabrics."

|Delegations are requested to communicate any comments they may have on |
statements attributed to them to the secretariat (telephone 34.60,11,
extension 4478), by 14onday 26 June.
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In previous meetings the Sub-Co~iAtteo had agreed thAot these matters should
be actively pursued on a bilateral bass before being the subject of a final
discussion in the Sub-Committee.

Advance kimplementation

3. The representative of the United States said that this matter was still
under consideration by his Government. It presented some difficulty for the;,
because any further action on their part would require new legislation and
because it was linked to the comprehensive review of United States trade policy
that was being conducted. No decision could, therefore, be expected before
30June. He pointed out, however, that the first reductions would not be made
until 1 January 1968. His delegation felt that the question as to whether the
advance implementation should be on a preferential or on a most-favoured-nation
basis should, at present, be left open. His delegation would be having consul-
tations with other developed countries and hoped to reach a conclusion on the
matter by the Lall.

4. The representative of the Nordic delegation recalled the fact that the Nordic
countries had already implemented their reductions on m0ost tropical products. It
was possible that reductions on certain other items which could be identified as
being of interest to developing countries would also be iraplemented without
phasing.

5. The representative of the UntdIKinYdom said that the view of his delcgation
was well-1±own. They agreed in principle to advance implementation, subject to
consultation with their Comnonwealth partners. They favoured advance implementation
on a nost-favoured-nation basis. They hoped to provide in the schedule for the
advance implementation of cuts on tropical products. For other products they
agreed with tha representative of the United States that there was ample time in
which to draw up the detailed arrangements.

6. The representative of the European Econoric Communi said that his delegation
had already agreed in principle to impl.emnt the reductions on a number of products
without phasing on a most-favoured-nation basis. His delegation was actively
engaged in drawing up such a list. Tho question of preferences should not be
dealt with incidentally in a negotiation which had beon conducted on another basis.
To do so would be to downgrade the importance of this question.

7. The representative of Japan said that his delegation had already indicated
thne possibility of implementing without phasing certain concessions of interest
to developing countries, largely on tropical products. It was the intention of
hI.s delegation to nake provision in their schedule for the unphased iprplementation
on two major tropical products, cocoa and coffee beans. The duties on those
products had already been completely suspended; this treatment would bo consoli-
dated in the schedule. He supported the representative of the United States on
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tha question of timin" and procedure with respect to other products. Tho action
which his delegation would take wouJ.d 6epend largely on what other devolopad
countries would be prepared to do. Hco concluded by stating that his dcolezation
supported a raost-favourad-nation basis for advance implemuntation.

8. The representative of Canada distinguished two groups of products, tropical
products and other products. With respect to tropical products, the problem of
his dele-ation was not unlike that of the United IJingdom. Commonwealth developing
countries had preferential access to the Canadian iar'aet. These countries attached
importance to this. The ability of the Canadian delegation to take action
depended largely on what others did. If therc was a general movement Canada would
be able to move as Last as others. The question of tho advance implementation of
reductions on other products was still under study. His delegation would work
with other participants with a view to brin-ing the reductions into affect as
rapidly as possible.

9. The representative of Chile stated that developing countries were facing two
questions: Firstly, what solutions could be found to cort,-in issues of interest
to loss-devolopud countries which wero still outstandin-, secondly, what was the
future of loss-developed countries in the G;&TT, in the light of the result of the
negotiations.

10. He recalled that the Director-General in his press release of 15 Maty had
emphasized the importance that developing countries would attach to advance
implementation in evaluating the result of the negotiations. For industrialized
countries, the packa-e deal agreed upon ropresentud a successful conclusion of
the neg-otiations. For developing countries the package deal could not be
considered balanced, in particular because no favourable decision had boon
reached on advance implementation. Had this decision been reached these
negotiations would have been different from all previous negotiations. This
possibility of improving the access to the miarkcet of industrialized countries for
products of interest to less-developed countries had boen lost. The request was
not unreasonable tak-inr into account the very different economic circumstances of
the developing and the developed countries. Developinv countries for instance,
experienced problems connected with shipping especially because they had no
control over freig.ht rates. They mi-ht, be described as "±'.o.b." comlutries as
opposed to "c.i.f." developed countries. Devneloping countries were also handi-
capped because they did not command the advanced technology of developed countries.
Dovelopinv countries had experorienccd the first, but not the second industrial
revolution.

11. It had been said in the pcress of industrialized countries t'lh-at the results
of tho trado nevotintioia would only benefit developed countries and that GA'TT
continued to be a rich man's club. Hie did not sharre that view. 2.'constructive
dialotua has been pursued over the last years. The problems arose when the tir.e
came for decisions to bc taken. Developin- countries then hoard that certain
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countries did lAt have lc-,al authority, that others had certain sensitive sectors,
and that others still wero prop^>ed to act o.ly if Other developed countries
acted in the same mnanner. Finally Part iV had beeh interpreted and applied in
different marnners. It would soon bo Dossible for tho Comzittoe on Tradd nand
Development to evaluate the results of the negotiations in the light of Part IV.
Meanwhile it was necessary to takc stock of the situation and includes, in the
Final -ct or in some other appropriate document, a. statement to the effect that
it had not been possible to: reach a positive decision on the question of' advance
irnplomnentation, cuts of more than 50 pczr cent, compensation for loss of preferences,
etc. Thc work of the CONThACTIING ?AHRTI'3 should then continue with this in
.ind.

12. There was an urj4ent need for tho revision of ideas on the future of less-
developed coimtrics in G..TT. Ono of the first conclusions to bo drawn from the
no7otiations was that a now tradc policy -oearQd to the needs of developin-
countries was needed. Tho future= of international institutions doalin, with the
problems of development, was also in question. The representative of Chile asked
if th-e time has not come to m.er-e into a sinrylo body the institutions whore ideas
woro exchanged and. where negotiations took placo. Xe was thinking 'of GALTT and
UMCTMD. A decision to merjgo the two bodies would be a political decision. He3
wished to put forward this iCea however, because it was one of thi main conclusions
that his delegation had drawn from its evaluation of the trade negotiations.

13. Tho representative of Peru was disappointed by the position takeah by developed
countries on the issue of advance inplerientation. It was now clear that- a
dbéision on. this question had bcoon postponed to an und-idetermined date in the future
and that the lone, discussions continued the smaller would be tho rosultrant
benefits. It was also cloar that concessions would not be jimplemented on a
preferential basis, but on a nost-favoured-nation basis which ericnt giving equal
benefits to unequal pa-rtnurs. The principle of non-reciprocity as embodied
in Part IV'socrnid to have booia f;,rgotten in this matter. Ho appreciated thG
efforts imade to solior th.s problem, but said that no valid solution had in fact
been found.

14.- Tho ropiesontativoe.of Yu:oslavia said that his delegation had believed that
the present trade nc -otiations wore to b, different from the fvTO^pronius trade
negy-otiations 'in the GATT bccauso reciprocity would not be demnded from less-
developed countries ai' because concessions would bo implementned irmiediately for
thorm. In practice this had not boon so, and'. developed countries har'. not honoured
tho obligations they had undertaken in the Min-isterial R resolution of 1963 .ancd.
1.964 and in Part IV.

15. SurMing up, the Chairma= said that it was clear that it would not be possible
for the Sub-Coprnitteo to maeal concrete recomenkations to the Trade (egtiaions
Cori.ttee on the question of ad-van-c implaeleitation Of' concessions ini favour of
developing countries. This was he said, a matter of regret. Among, the reasons
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which had been invok-ed were the lack, of legal authority, and, the relationship
between advance lmp'ernwntation and tho broader question of preferences for
dovolopin- countries, which rado it difficult to ta';e a decision at this moment
since the issue of preferences was still under stuCy-. in various international
bodies. It was, therefore, perhaps not surprising that no decision could be
reached befcro 30 June. All agreed however that a positive result should be
obtained before the fIrst tariff cuts came into effect on 1 January l968. The
staging specified in the protocol embodyin- the results of the negotiations
would be minimum requirements and signature of tho protocol would not constitute
a legal impediraent to the implementation of concessions without staging. The
Sub-Committeo should report the discussions which had taken place to tho Trade
Negotiations Corraittec. It should recommend that the Trade ie~,otiations
Committee consider the most appropriate way in which this question should be
dealt with and referred to in the legal documents resulting frora the negotiations.

16. The representative of Chile said that it should be noted in the Final Act
that it had boon impossible to arrive at a solution to this question satis-
factory to developing countries. The .Chairman said that this would be
caught -p in his proposal that the Trade Negotiations ConLmittee should "consider
the most appropriate way in which this question should be dealt with". The
Sub-Ccommittee then agr the suing up of the Chairman.

Comensation for loss of Dreferonces

17. The Chairnan said that this issue had already been discussed in the Sub-
Comi~unttee but no co.nron gr-cund had been found. He sugg-ested that, if there were
no now proposals or views, the Sub-Committee should recommend to the Trade
Negotiations Committeo that the records of its previous meetings be considered
to constitute its report on this question.

18. The representative of India wished it to be recorded that some of his
country's preferences in its traditional mar'-ets had been abridged in the
negotiations and that compensation for this was due to India.

19. The Sub-Committee noted the statement of the representative of India and
.,._eed the proposal of the Chairman.

Requests made by dovelotinZ countries

20. The Chairman said that developing countries had had time to check the draft
schedules most of which had by then boon tabled. The responses to the requests
of the developing countries, in particular the hard-core requests and the
requests on products with special characteristics such as handicrafts and
handloomed fabrics, were now lmoim. He asked if their were any points which
delegations wished to raiso in a ;multilateral forum.
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21. The representative of India said that the position of his delegation had
been made clear inter alia at the meeting of the Trade Negotiations Cormittee
of 8 July 1966 (TN6,64SR/13. page 9) and at the meeting of the present Sub-
Committee of 9 May 1967 (TN.64/LDC/40). Since this latter statement had been
made, his delegation had had several meetings with delegations of industrialized
participants. They had also examined tho draft schedules submitted by
industrialized-participants; this had revealed that their hopes and aspirations
had not been met in fact a deterioration had taken place. He suggested that the
Trade Negotiations Cormittee should carry out an analysis of the results of the
negotiations in the light of the principal requests of the developing countries
which had been grouped under five headings by the Director-General (TN.64/SR/13,
page 3). His delegation was still negotiating on cotton textiles. Much had
been heard of certain non-tariff barriers to the trade of industrialized countries
but very little had been heard on the subject of quantitative restrictions which
discriminated against developing countries and which official spokesmen of
industrialized countries had described as inexcusable. Negotiations in the sector
should be continued and the results reported to the Trade Negotiations Committee
or to the next session of the CONTRCTIING PARTIES. In maty cases reductions of
50 per cent would not be made in rates on products of interest to developing
countries. In many cases these rates were very high. The relatively competitive
position of the export products of developing countries on the highly competitive
markets of the industrialized countries and. the case for preferential treatment
for these products had now been fully recognized. It was essential that decisions
wore taken and implemented before the first cuts came into operation. In addition,
developing countries should receive compensation for the nullification and
impairment of GATT rights as a result of the imposition of discriminatory quanti-
tative restrictions on bound items. In conclusion he stated that negotiations
with industrial countries were still going on but that his delegation expected to
be in a position to submit its schedule in the course of the following week.

22. The Chairman, referring to points made by the representatives of Chile and
India, noted that the Committee on Trade and Development wat carrying out an
analysis of the results of the negotiations. The discussion which had taken
place would constitute the report of the Sub-Committee to the Trade Negotiations
Commrittee on this point.


